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General comments:
The article is on an application of Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) on the analysis of
seismic reflection data. Similar to a previously presented poster (Rajesh et al., 2012)
the same authors plus one new coauthor present results on simulated and real data.
It is very hard to see, where this new presentation goes beyond the previous one, but
what weighs heavier is that aside the concrete example, there is little if anything in this
paper that differs from what was presented in Oropeza and Sacchi (2011) or in more
detail in the master thesis of Oropeza (2010), which is publicly available on the internet.
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Frankly, I do not see enough added value in the application that warrants publication.
This may be different if in a very major revision instead of linearly aligned channels
other spatial configurations are investigated. Then a straightforward utilization of SSA
is not possible and some more clever modifications, along the lines of Awichi and Müller
(2013), Rodríguez-Aragón and Zhigljavsky (2010) or Shlemov and Golyandina (2014)
are required.
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